Sugar Plum Stocking Treats is my way of sharing the joy of appliqué, and I hope you enjoy the process. Let’s sew along together
over the next few months and have some fun!

Here’s the information you’ll need

The fun will begin in July and continue for 12 weeks! At the end of 12 weeks, I’ll give the finishing and assembly instructions
so you can easily complete your quilt before Christmas.
The quilt finishes at 49" x 49" and it’s the perfect size to decorate a wall or brighten up a couch or chair. It includes 13 pieced
and 12 appliqué blocks that each finish at 8" x 8".
You’ll get the directions to make all of the pieced blocks with the first stocking block.
You’ll find a new appliqué stocking each week on my website or blog in the "FREE" category. I’ll be adding a new stocking
every Friday starting July 7th through September 22nd.
I’m using Sugar Plum Christmas as the fabric for this quilt, but you can use any fabric that you’d like. It’s easier to start with a
layer cake, but if you can’t find one you can cut 40+ squares of 10" x 10" assorted fabrics (easy to do if you have a fat quarter
bundle).

We have Kits

Fabric, Cosmo floss and embellishments kits are available on my website, and I’ll add embellishment kits as soon as I have
them in stock. (You won’t need the embellishment kit until you’ve finished the top and the quilting is complete.)
Kits include the fabric to complete the quilt top along with the binding fabric. The backing fabric is not included. I have a
limited supply of quilt kits available, but you can also find the fabrics in quilt shops or on-line.
If you are International or Canadian, an additional charge of $20 will be added to what our website charges for shipping.

Additional Information

Three of the blocks in this quilt are the winners of the Moda & Bunny Hill 12 designers, 12 contests, 12 months event. You’ll
see them in block four, eight and eleven. They are such cute blocks and fit in our quilt perfectly! I had fun making them and I
hope you do too!
The quilt can be made using any method of appliqué you prefer. If you’re using a fusible blanket stitch appliqué, you will
need to reverse the patterns. If you’re not sure how to appliqué, there are good tutorials on YouTube. Search for needle turn
appliqué, spray starch appliqué or blanket stitch appliqué.

Quilt shops

If you’re a quilt shop who has ordered our Sugar Plum Christmas fabric, then you are welcome to use this pattern for kits,
appliqué groups or classes. Please remember to tell your customers the pattern is "free", compliments of Bunny Hill Designs.
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Here’s the schedule of blocks releases for your calendar. Some of you will keep up with this schedule and others will fall behind.
Don’t stress about it! Enjoy the process!

Schedule of Blocks
Block 1

July 7

Block 2

July 14

Block 3

July 21

Block 4

July 28

Block 5

August 5

Block 6

August 11

Block 7

August 18

Block 8

August 25

Block 9

September 1

Block 10

September 8

Block 11

September 15

Block 12

September 22

Quilt Assembly Instructions

Organize yourself and you’ll glad you did!

I recommend that you keep your blocks and instructions together in a binder. Each week as you add one more, you’ll
be organized and ready to go. You won’t be searching all over for that last block you were working on. You’ll get so many
compliments on how organized you are!
I keep each of my projects in a 14" x 14" plastic art bin container. All my fabric is together, and I don’t have to go on a wild
hunt to find a missing piece.

Layer cake cutting guide

I’m including a layer cake cutting guide with the first block that shows how to cut the center squares for the pieced blocks.
Any fabric left in the layer cake after you’ve cut those squares is for the appliqué. Keep the layer cake together and cut your
remaining appliqué pieces carefully. We’ve tested this quilt so we know there is plenty of fabric. Don’t go cutting an appliqué
piece "willy-nilly" from the center of the layer cake.
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Now that you’ve read the basic information, can I entice you to join in the fun? I’ll be sharing my blocks on Instagram and
Facebook as we go along and I hope you will too! Just use the hash tag #Sugarplumchristmasstockingtreats and I’ll find you!
You’ll also find the patterns on my blog each week, and I’ll be giving you little tips as I think of them.
I hope you join me on this sew along as I surprise you each week with more treats in those stockings! It will be like Christmas
every week!
Happy appliqué and stitching everyone. This is going to be so much fun!

Anne Sutton
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